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Executive summary

Executive summary
This is the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) for CombiCoins and TRIA tokens. For 10 USD you will receive 1 CombiCoin
and 1 TRIA Token.

•
•

Each CombiCoin, is 100% backed by the current top 30 of cryptocurrency.
50% of all profit made by smart trading software is distributed monthly in aggregate to all TRIA token holders

The CombiCoin
The CombiCoin is what the name implies a combination of cryptocoins, very similar to an equity fund in stock
market. CombiCoin is an Ethereum based coin that is 100% asset backed by the top 30 of the currencies with
the highest market cap on the cryptocurrency market. At time of creation each cryptocurrency of the top 30
will determine 1/30th of a unit of the CombiCoin. The CombiCoin will always benefit from the growth of the
currencies asset backing it and at the same time diversifying the risk significantly.
The CombiCoin will:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Have a higher probability of Increasing in value
Diversify risk
Always be 100% asset backed by the top 30
Be tradable on the biggest exchanges
Be a good start for new investors in cryptocurrencies
Have a price of that will only move up/down based on top 30

Smart trading software
CombiCoin and the assets backing it will be managed by smart trading software. The software will establish a
controlled CombiCoin price and at the same time generating profit for Triaconta (TRIA) token holders.

Triaconta
The vision of Triaconta, the parent company of CombiCoin, is to make cryptocurrency investments accessible to
a wider audience by diversifying risk in a profitable way.
To realise this vision Triaconta is raising funds through an ICO with the issuance of the CombiCoin and TRIA
token. Depending on milestones reached, 91-99.9% of the funds raised will be used for backing the CombiCoin.
A part of the funds will be used to cover the starting costs of Triaconta and the costs of the development of the
profit generating trading software. TRIA tokens will only be issued during this ICO. After this ICO the total supply
of TRIA is fixed.
CombiCoin is just the first step in the vision of Triaconta. Triaconta is planning to add more coins that diversify
risk and make investing in the cryptocurrency market accessible for a wider audience. This should lead to a
higher monthly profit share for all holders of the TRIA tokens.
Holders of the TRIA token will receive 50% of the monthly profit that will be generated by the smart trading
software. This monthly profit share is pushed to all token holders automatically.
The Triaconta business model and the CombiCoin mechanisms have been defined by a team of stock indexing
experts, software engineers, entrepreneurs, legal experts and overall accounting and tax advisors.
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The CombiCoin

The CombiCoin
CombiCoin is as the name implies a combination of cryptocoins, also called cryptocurrencies or simply
currencies. It is an Ethereum based currency that is 100% asset backed by the top 30 currencies with the
highest market cap on the cryptocurrency market. At the time of creation each of the top 30 cryptocurrencies will
be 1/30th of the assets backing CombiCoin.

Each CombiCoin consists out of 30 other cryptocurrencies

CombiCoin characteristics
Our team made an analysis of the market prices from all cryptocurrencies over the last two years. This showed
us that the top 30 had the most stable growth compared to, for example, the top 10 or top 100.
These 30 cryptocurrencies, with the highest market cap, will together define the CombiCoin, which gives
CombiCoin a unique set of characteristics. The CombiCoin will:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Have a higher probability of increasing in value
Diversify risk
Always be 100% asset backed by the top 30
Be tradable on the biggest exchanges
Be a good start for new investors in cryptocurrencies
Have a price that will only move up/down based on top 30
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The CombiCoin
1. Have a higher probability of increasing in value
If you invest in one or two (or ten) currencies available in the market, you are hoping that those currencies
suddenly surge in price. But nobody knows beforehand which currencies will do well and which will not. The
CombiCoin will always benefit from the growth of any of the top 30 currencies.

At the time of creation of a CombiCoin, it will consist of 1/30th of
each cryptocurrency of the top 30. In this example 10 USD.

This could be the composition of a CombiCoin in the future.
In this example 14 USD.
Some currencies in the top 30 are rather unfamiliar and most of them you would probably not consider
investing in. But in the last 1.5 year, it was these currencies that increased most in value compared to the top
1-20 (see figure below). When assets backing CombiCoin suddenly surge in price, CombiCoin will benefit.
When a currency suddenly surges in
price this component of the CombiCoin
will increase in price, thus increasing the
price of CombiCoin as a whole. On the
next page you can find two calculations
showcasing the growth of CombiCoin
compared to the growth of other
currencies in the top 30.
From January 1, 2016, until June 18, 2017, the currencies in
the top 21-30 grew significantly more than the top 1-20.
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The CombiCoin

Growth CombiCoin vs growth top 30 from January 1, 2016, until June 18, 2017
CombiCoin grew with 6100% and benefited from the surges of Ethereum, BitShares and NEM.

Growth CombiCoin vs growth top 30 from January 1, 2017, until June 18, 2017
In a period where some currencyies prices went down and Bitcoin price hardly changed, CombiCoin benefited
from the big winners and grew with 1560%
Apart from the fact that CombiCoin will have a higher probability of increasing in value, it is also far more
convenient than creating a diversified portfolio by yourself, since you would need multiple wallets and use
various exchanges to buy the top 30 by yourself, instead of just buying one CombiCoin.

2. Diversify the risk
When investing in currencies available in the market, you are taking a risk that the specific currency you invested
in may drop in price. This could happen for many reasons, e.g., countries declaring specific currencies illegal, a
new currency in the market taking over the top few, or simply because the currency becomes undesirable.
CombiCoin brings stability to this chaotic market. With the CombiCoin, you not only reduce the risk by
diversifying your investment, but the CombiCoin also evens out all spikes of each individual coin, up and down.
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The CombiCoin
Even if one of the currencies backing the CombiCoin drops to 0 USD, it will only affect the total market price
of a CombiCoin by 3.33%.

Example where one of the currencies backing CombiCoin drops to 0, it only affects the price of CombiCoin
with 3.33%, meaning that if CombiCoin was 10 USD, it will drop to 9.67 USD.
Below you can see a calculation of when major currencies dropped significantly in value. The period is
between June 20, 2016, until October 2, 2016.

CombiCoin had a growth rate of 42% while 11 currencies sharply decreased in price.
CombiCoin benefited mostly from Monero and Synereo.

3. Always 100% asset backed by the top 30
Each and every CombiCoin that is or will be issued will ALWAYS be 100% backed by the top 30
cryptocurrencies. This implies that the value of each single CombiCoin is guaranteed by the top 30. There will
be a real-time overview of the currencies that asset back a single CombiCoin on www.CombiCoin.co.

4. Be tradable on major exchanges
CombiCoin will be tradable on major exchanges. The number of exchanges depends on the milestones
reached during this ICO.
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The CombiCoin
5. Be a good start for new investors in cryptocurrencies
The cryptocurrency market is receiving frequent attention from the press due to its volatile nature. Extreme
surges and crashes have led to worldwide coverage of the cryptocurrency exchange market. This is
generating interest from investors in the regular stock market, but most of them are not making the plunge yet
due to the high risks inherent in the cryptocurrency market. CombiCoin will address this by diversifying the
risks significantly.

6. The price of CombiCoin will only move up/down based on the top 30
The price of the CombiCoin is based on the sum of its components, being the top 30 assets backing it. To
ensure a stable price Triaconta will develop smart trading software that will keep the value of the CombiCoin
close to its theoretical value based on the market prices of the top 30. That means the CombiCoin price will
never suddenly crash, because the software will keep the price on par with its backings.
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Construction of CombiCoin

Construction of CombiCoin
Because of the fluctuating nature of cryptocurrency, it is very important to guarantee the continuity of the
CombiCoin even if one of the currencies in the top 30 is underperforming, or even if one ceases to exist. That’s
why specific guidelines have been set:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Strict conditions before assets are accepted in CombiCoin
Bi-monthly revision and rebalancing of the CombiCoin
Intervention if currencies suddenly become very dominant within the CombiCoin
Intervention if CombiCoin acquired more than 4% of the total supply of a currency

CombiCoin Conditions
At its inception, the CombiCoin will represent the top 30 cryptocurrencies, each with a weight of 1/30. Before
selecting the components of the CombiCoin a preselection of cryptocurrencies will be made.
In order to qualify for a position in the ranking, each cryptocurrency needs to satisfy the following general
conditions:
The cryptocurrency

•
•
•

Needs to have a market cap of at least 50 million USD

•

Is not an assets backed currency, such as USDT or CombiCoin itself

Needs to have an average daily trading volume of at least 500,000 USD
Was traded on at least three exchanges during the four weeks immediately preceding the construction
of the ranking

After the ranking has become available the top 30 cryptocurrencies will be selected as the components of the
Combicoin. In Appendix A of this whitepaper you can find a more detailed outline about the initial construction of
the CombiCoin.

Revision and rebalancing of the Combicoin
Since the market for cryptocurrencies is rather volatile, it will be necessary to monitor if the CombiCoin still gives
a fair representation of the market to ensure the following main characteristics of CombiCoin:

•
•
•
•

A higher probability of increasing in value
Diversification of risk
Always 100% asset backed
The price of CombiCoin will only move up/down based on the top 30

When a top 30 asset is dominant within the CombiCoin, all of the above benefits of CombiCoin will be nullified.
For example, if CombiCoin would have existed when Ethereum went from 8 USD to 390 USD, the CombiCoin
price would have gone up significantly, but the assets backing the CombiCoin price would have been around
60% Ethereum, resulting in an undiversified portfolio.
For this reason every two months a revision and rebalancing procedure will take place. Triaconta will announce
these revision dates. Generally they will take place on the last Wednesday of February, April, June, August,
October and December of every year. To start the revision and rebalancing procedure a check will be made to
see if there is a need to include new cryptocurrencies in the top 30 and thus remove some other currencies from
the top 30. In order to qualify to enter the CombiCoin, a candidate currency needs to have an average market
cap that is at least 20% higher than the market cap of the currency which would be removed as a component of
the CombiCoin. A more detailed explanation of this selection process can be found in Appendix B.
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Construction of CombiCoin
After the selection has been made the rebalancing procedure will be initiated. Cryptocurrencies that need to be
removed will be sold gradually and proceeds generated will be used for purchasing the new cryptocurrencies.
After this, the new weight of all cryptocurrencies in the top 30 will be calculated in accordance with the “ideal”
weight of 1/30. The cryptocurrencies that have been deemed to have too much weight in the CombiCoin will
be partly sold. The proceeds generated by this procedure will be used to buy cryptocurrencies that have been
deemed to not have enough weight in the CombiCoin. The costs of the rebalancing procedure will be minimal. A
more detailed explanation of the rebalancing procedure can be found in Appendix C.

Before revision and rebalancing

After revision and rebalancing

Intermediate rebalancing procedures
To keep the assets backing the CombiCoin a well-diversified portfolio of 30 currencies, Triaconta will monitor the
assets closely. Based on the requirements for the composition of the CombiCoin, it may be possible that it will
be necessary to intervene before the bi-monthly revision and rebalancing.
An intervention will take place in the following situations:

•

A currency suddenly becomes very dominant within the CombiCoin (at least 20%) and stays like that for
at least two weeks

•

CombiCoin acquired more than 4% of the total supply of a currency and stays like that for at least two
weeks.

When one of the above situation occurs for at least 14 consecutive days and in the next 7 days there is no regular revision and rebalancing procedure, an intermediate rebalancing procedure will be executed. In short, such an
intermediate rebalancing procedure will involve selling a part of the affected currency and buying more of all the
other assets backing the CombiCoin. The intermediate rebalancing procedures will be outlined in more detail in
Appendix D.
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Profit Generating Exchange Software

Profit Generating Exchange Software
Triaconta is developing trading software that will guarantee a controlled CombiCoin price that moves up and
down based on the top 30 and that money is earned by doing this.		

Establishing a stable CombiCoin price and earn money
The software will scan any sell or buy order concerning a CombiCoin and will do the following two things:

1. If there is a buy order of a CombiCoin that is more than the value of the top 30. The software will create
and sell the CombiCoin and will buy the top 30 currencies automatically at the same time, generating
profit.

2. If there is a sell order of a CombiCoin that is less than the value of the top 30. The software will buy the

CombiCoin and sell the top 30 currencies automatically at the same time. The software will destroy the
CombiCoin, generating profit.
Profit
$1

Profit
$1

CombiCoin
Assets $6

CombiCoin
Sell Price $7

CombiCoin
Assets $8

CombiCoin
Buy price $7

Sell order

Buy order

With this mechanism in place the CombiCoin price will stay stable and only slightly deviate from the top 30.
Every deviation from the top 30 will result in profit that will be distributed to holders of the Triaconta token. Even
during a day where the top 30 currency prices do not change, the fluctuations all day will enable the software to
make profit. Before making a deal the software will take all transactions fees into consideration.
Another positive side effect is that this mechanism ensures that CombiCoin owners can always sell their
CombiCoin for a price close to the assets backing it. Even if people start dumping CombiCoins, it will not affect
the price of the CombiCoin itself.

Monitoring multiple exchanges
The software will monitor multiple exchanges because not all currencies are available on all exchanges, but more
importantly the software monitors multiple exchanges to get the best deal for each coin. Most cryptocurrencies
have a price difference of about 3 to 4% on the various exchanges.

Creating new coins
The moment the software creates a new CombiCoin to sell, it will immediately buy the asset backing for this
newly created CombiCoin. This is to ensure that each and every CombiCoin is always 100% asset backed.
When buying top 30 assets to asset back a newly issued coin, Triaconta does not buy the exact same
composition of a CombiCoin at that moment. Instead when buying the assets we’ll divide the amount evenly
across each top 30 coin.
By doing this the composition of the assets backing the CombiCoin will continuously change to keep the risk as
diversified as possible.

% difference: 2.8%
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ICO

ICO
The CombiCoin & TriaToken Foundation is raising funds by selling TRIA tokens and CombiCoins. Funds acquired
will be used to launch the CombiCoin, purchase all assets backing it and develop the necessary software.

Participation
Per 10 USD invested in this ICO you will receive 1 CombiCoins and 1 TRIA token.
99%

95%

Depending on the success of this ICO, 91 - 99.9%
of the funds raised will be used to asset back the
CombiCoin.

91%

2M

12M

25M

59M

Secure storage of funds & Escrow arrangement
The bank accounts and cryptocurrency wallets on which funds for this ICO will be received, will be governed by
the supervisory board of CombiCoin & TriaToken Foundation. The supervisory board of the Foundation consist
of:

•
•
•

Drs. Jan Campagne
Prof Dr Arie Buijs
Gerard Hilte

If the total worth of donations, after the ICO has ended at 23:59 PM CET, September 30, 2017, is less than
2,000,000 USD all funds will be returned.
The Foundation and Triaconta are public registered legal entities with legal responsibilities and are subject to
audits. This will ensure transparency of operations.
				

Triaconta BV			

CombiCoin & TriaToken Foundation

Dutch Company Number

69330808			

69338094		
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ICO
TRIA Token & CombiCoin Characteristics

TRIA Token

CombiCoin

Token name:

Token name:

TRIA Token - Triaconta non-voting profit-share smart
contract

CombiCoin

Technology:

Technology:

ERC20 Ethereum based with profit share smart
contract

ERC20 Ethereum based

Token supply:

Token supply:

During the ICO there will be an unlimited supply of
TRIA tokens.

Future tokens:

The TRIA Token will only be issued during this ICO.
There will be no new issuances after the ICO

Decimals:

A TRIA Token will have 10 decimals.

Tradable:

TRIA Tokens will be tradable on major exchanges.

TRIA Token distribution:
•
•
•

92% investors
2% Bounties
6% founders, team & advisors

During the ICO there will be an unlimited supply
of CombiCoins.

Future tokens:
After the ICO CombiCoins can only be created
when the assets backing the CombiCoin are
bought.

Decimals:
CombiCoin will have 10 decimals

Tradable:
CombiCoin will be tradable on major exchanges.

CombiCoin distribution:
•
•

94% investors
6% founders, team & advisors

50% Triaconta profit share:

Triaconta will pay a monthly profit share to all holders
of the company (TRIA) token that is being awarded
by participating in this ICO. 50% of the monthly
profit will be distributed back to the holders of the
TRIA token in aggregate.

Distribution of profit share:

The monthly profit share is pushed to all token
holders automatically. At the end of the month the
profit share of the month before that will be paid.
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ICO
ICO bonus
The bonus awarded for participating in this ICO during the pre-sale or the bonus period will be on TRIA tokens.

High investment bonus
Minimum investment 50,000 USD / 42,500 EUR / 12.5 BTC / 150 ETH. During the Pre-sale and ICO period from
August 24, 2017, until September 31, 2017, 5% extra bonus.
Example: When investing at least 50,000 USD during the pre-sale you will receive a 25% pre-sale bonus and 5%
high investment bonus, totaling 30% bonus TRIA tokens.

ICO bounties
A bounty campaign is a PR event that promotes a project with the help of its participants and supporters.
Participation in our bounty campaign is rewarded with free TRIA tokens that are currently up for sale. Two
percent of all TRIA tokens released during the ICO are offered by Triaconta for all bounty campaigns. This 2% is
divided as follows:

Read more about the bounties and how to join them at https://www.triaconta.com/bounties
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ICO
How to participate
Go to https://www.triaconta.com/participate and fill out the participation form. You will receive an email with all
required steps and information.
All non USD investments will be converted to USD by using the average daily ETH/BTC/EUR to USD price from
the day the payment is received. Triaconta will use the daily USD prices found here:

•
•
•

For ETH: https://www.investing.com/currencies/eth-usd-historical-data
For BTC: https://www.investing.com/currencies/btc-usd-historical-data
For EUR: https://www.XE.com/currencytables

Exit of the CombiCoin and TRIA token investment
You can exit the CombiCoin or/and TRIA token investment by selling them on the various exchanges. Please see
the timeline for the date we expect the coins to be tradable on major exchanges. Please check the FAQ for more
information about how to exit.

Buying CombiCoin after the ICO
The CombiCoin will be available on various exchanges after the ICO for the real time market value of the top 30
assets backing it. But when you invest in CombiCoin after the ICO you will not receive TRIA tokens or bonus
TRIA tokens.
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Prospectus

Prospectus
When participating in this ICO you’ll be receiving CombiCoins and TRIA tokens and both will have value. Per 10
USD you will receive 1 CombiCoin and 1 TRIA token.

CombiCoin
The strength of the CombiCoin is that it will benefit from the growth of the top 30 cryptocurrencies that asset
back it. In 2016, the top 30 cryptocurrencies had a growth of 178%; in this same period Bitcoin grew 104%.
From January 1, 2017, until July 16, 2017, the top 30 cryptocurrencies had a growth of 1196%; Bitcoin grew
194% in the same period.

Cryptocurrency market data analyst Belarusian successfully predicted the surge of prices in the first half of 2017
by using the Elliott Wave theory. They expect that the increase of price will continue in the second half of the
year, when prices increase so will the value of CombiCoin.

Tria Token
TRIA token holders will receive 50% of all profits realized by Triaconta. The profit share will be automatically
send to the token holders wallets monthly. The expected profit share that will be distributed monthly is between
0.05 USD and 0.11 USD per TRIA token. See Appendix E for a more detailed calculation and Appendix F for the
details of how the profit share is distributed.
Below you will find an example calculation based on a virtual buying price of 0.90 USD for a TRIA token, this will
be the case when we reach our minimum goal of 2,000,000 USD.

TRIA Token $0.90
Monthly Profit Share

$0.05

$0.11

Return per month

5.00%

12.5%

Yearly amount of profit share

$0.54

$1.35

Return per year

60%

150%

In this example the monthly profit share will result in a monthly payout between 5% and 12.5%. The yearly
payout will be between 60% and 150%.
The exchange rate for a TRIA token will be mainly determined by the amount of profit that will be distributed.
When Triaconta pays monthly profit shares, it is most likely that the price of a TRIA token will increase
significantly on the exchanges.
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Milestones
Triaconta will put as much capital of the ICO in backing of the CombiCoin as possible. By hitting certain funding
milestones during this ICO Triaconta will invest more in the development of the exchange trading software. This
will make the Triaconta token more profitable for all token holders. Since development isn’t a percentage of the
capital raised but a fixed fee, 91 to 99.9% of all raised funding will be used to buy assets to back the CombiCoin.

$2+ million
The CombiCoin will be realised and tradable and the trading software will be developed. The
trading software will be semi automated, meaning that a human will always have to approve each
transaction. Of all collected funds 91% will be used to asset back CombiCoin, this percentage will
rise with every dollar invested.

$3+ million
More functionalities will be added to the trading software, like being able to pick the best price
from different exchanges. This enables the trading software to pick the cheapest offering for each
particular currency it needs to buy or the most expensive offering to sell, generating more profit
for the TRIA token holders.

$5+ million
The trading software will become fully automated, meaning there is no more human input needed
to control the CombiCoin price and keep it leveled with its assets backing it. This means that the
software will generate profit for the TRIA token holders day and night.

$7.5+ million
CombiCoin and the TRIA token will be listed on as many exchanges as possible. These
exchanges will be added to the trading software enabling it to have even more options to buy
and sell assets.This also makes it possible to add the functionality to trade between exchanges,
enabling the software to buy any cryptocurrency from one exchange and directly sell it for an
higher price on another exchange. Generating more profit for the TRIA token holders.

$10+ million
Algorithms will be added to the smart trading software enabling it to make quicker and better
decisions based on the market itself. Generating more profit for the TRIA token holders. At this
milestone 94% of all received funds will be used to buy the backing of CombiCoin.
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Timeline

Timeline
2017
August 24

September 1

September 10

October 1
October 15

December 1

Public Release of WhitePaper.
Presale with 25% bonus TRIA tokens starts.
Beginning of ICO

Bonus period ends, ICO continues

ICO ends
TRIA token will be on major exchanges

First test runs with software

2018
January 1

CombiCoin launched at major exchanges
Software ready to control CombiCoin and
generate profit for TRIA token holders

February 1

Q2

First expected profit share payout to TRIA token
holders

Launch icon 2
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Triaconta

Triaconta & the Foundation
Triaconta and the CombiCoin & TriaToken Foundation are public registered legal entities with legal responsibilities
and are subject to audits. This will ensure transparency of operations.

Triaconta Vision
Triaconta, the parent company of CombiCoin, has as its main focus making cryptocurrency investments
accessible to a wider audience by diversifying risk in a profitable way.
The CombiCoin is just the first step in this vision. Triaconta is planning to add more coins that diversify risk and
make investing accessible for a wide audience, generating more profit for the holders of the TRIA tokens.

Triaconta Responsibilities
Triaconta will be responsible for the development of the profit generating exchange software, actively managing
the top 30 backings for the CombiCoin and creating as much profit as possible from which 50% is distributed
amongst all TRIA Token holders.

The CombiCoin & TriaToken Foundation
The main focuses for the Foundation are to raise money through an ICO for the acquiring of assets backing the
CombiCoin, distribution of the TRIA & CombiCoin token and the development of the profit generating trading
software by Triaconta.
During and after the ICO, the Foundation is the holder of all assets backing the CombiCoin and will guarantee
the assets.
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Triaconta
Costs of operation
The costs for launching the CombiCoin, the TRIA token and the development of the automated trading software
have been defined according to the milestones.

Raised

Developments

Starting costs

$2,000,000

$140,000

$40,000

$3,000,000

$225,000

$40,000

$5,000,000

$350,000

$40,000

$7,500,000

$450,000

$40,000

$10,000,000

$550,000

$40,000

Starting costs
To be able to start, Triaconta will need to cover the following expenses :

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cryptocurrency exchange listing fees
Hardware costs
Office costs
Rent
Accountancy & tax advisory costs
Legal advice

1% trading reservation
The Foundation will reserve 1% of the funds raised to commence trades to buy and sell the top 30 assets
backing the CombiCoin. It takes some time for funds to arrive when selling cryptocurrencies on exchanges. With
this 1% reservation the software can keep doing trades while waiting for the funds to become available. This
reservation will be part of the assets backing the CombiCoin.
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Triaconta
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Appendix A
Appendix A. Initial construction of the CombiCoin
The purpose of the CombiCoin will be that it represents the value of the 30 most relevant cryptocurrencies which
will be selected based on a ranking. After the preselection based on the four criteria as outlined on page 9 of this
brochure, the ranking procedure can be done.
The selection of the top 30 at the inception date will be determined by the average of the individual market
capitalization of each cryptocurrency as computed based on price data which are collected on the last four
trading weeks before the launch of the CombiCoin. For each day and each cryptocurrency the number of
existing coins will be multiplied by its trading price. The status at 1 PM (GMT) will determine the input for a given
day.
Based on a ranking of the 4 week average of the market capitalization for each cryptocurrency, the top 30 will be
determined.
The total amount meant for buying the assets will be evenly divided over the top 30 cryptocurrencies, meaning
that each of the top 30 cryptocurrencies will be 1/30th of the assets backing CombiCoin.
This procedure will be initiated the first day after September 14, 2017 when the minimum target of 2,000,000
USD is reached. When the minimum target is not reached before October 1, 2017 all invested funds will be send
back to investors.
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Appendix B
Appendix B. Periodic revision of the composition of the Combicoin
The composition of the Combicoin will be reviewed bi-monthly. The purpose of this procedure is to ensure that
the Combicoin can offer a broad representation of the most important cryptocurrencies in the market.
As a minimum, a new candidate coin needs to have a market capitalization that is a least 20% higher than the
existing coin number 30 of the Combicoin. This rule will be followed because a change in the composition of the
CombiCoin should be regarded as a convincing improvement as compared to the previous composition of the
CombiCoin.
The procedure is as follows.
First a ranking will be created of the existing 30 components of the CombiCoin based on the observed market
capitalization of the previous four weeks.
Each week will have a different weight in the formula to ensure that recent developments have more influence on
the composition of the top 30. The weight distribution is as follows:

•
•
•
•

Four weeks before procedure (W4): 10%
Three weeks before procedure (W3): 20%
Two weeks before procedure (W2): 30%
One week before procedure (W1): 40%

This distribution gives us the following formula to calculate the score per currency:
Currency A score = mc(A) = (market cap W4× 0.10) + (market cap W3 × 0.20) + (market cap W2 × 0.30) + (market
cap W1 × 0.40)
The result will be a ranking of the market caps mc(i) for the existing 30 components of Combicoin. This will be
called the old list.
As a second step, a similar ranking of other cryptocurrencies is made having the next 30 largest market caps.
This ranking is called the next list.
The third step is a comparison procedure. A new currency can only be part of the selection procedure if its
market cap is at least 20% higher than that of a currency that will be replaced. This means that the numbers in
the old list will be multiplied by 1.20. This new list is called the adjusted old list.
Hence, for the currency ranked 30 in the old list the number 1.2×mc(30) in the adjusted old list will be found.
If all currencies from the next list have a market cap less than 1.2×mc(30), the procedure ends, since no single
new currency will qualify for a position in the top 30.
If at least one currency from the next list meets this criterion, the operation will continue by removing currency
30 from the old list. The top currency from the next list will now be included in the ranking of the top 30. It will
be positioned in the ranking (this does not need to be on place 30). Notice that for this currency its market cap
should not be multiplied by 1.20. The above procedure will be repeated.
This procedure will end when no new candidate from the next list would be able to push out an existing
component of the old list.
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Appendix C
Appendix C. Periodic rebalancing the portfolio of the Combicoin
After identifying the 30 components of the Combicoin at the revision date as outlined in Appendix B, the
rebalancing procedure will take place. This procedure will be executed in three steps.
Step 1. The coins that need to be removed will be sold gradually in a time period of about 14 days.
Step 2. The proceeds generated with step 1 will be equally divided between the coins that have been selected as
new entrants of the Combicoin top 30. The provisional weights for the entrants will be based on the current value
of the currencies that need to be removed divided by the total amount of new entrants.
Step 3. A new overall list will be made of the weights of all 30 currencies in CombiCoin (including the provisional
weights of the new entrants).
Step 4. For each of the currencies the new weight in CombiCoin will be determined as the arithmetic average of
the weight found in step 3 and the “ideal” weight 1/30.
This means that the new weight wi (new) for each component will be computed as
wi(new) = 0,50 ×(wi(old) + 0.03333333)
Once these new weights have been established, currencies will be immediately sold and bought to make the
composition of CombiCoin in line with the new weights.
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Appendix D
Appendix D. Intermediate rebalancing procedures
An intervention will take place in the following situations:

1. a currency suddenly becomes very dominant within the CombiCoin (at least 20%) and stays that for at
least two weeks.

2. CombiCoin acquired more than 4% of the total supply of a currency and stays that for at least two
weeks.

To address these cases the following procedures will be used:
1. In the event that the value share of a component currency surpasses the critical value share of 20%, there will
be a seven day observation period to verify if the value share of this currency remains permanently above the
20% boundary. If during the observation period this value share stays consistently above the threshold level of
20%, coins of this component currency will be sold to restore to the target level of 15%.
2. Once the critical condition of 4% of the total supply of a component currency is hit, this currency will
be monitored for seven days. If after this period this situation still exists, an amount of coins of the critical
component currency will be sold to reduce the number of coins in the portfolio to a target level of 3%.
The proceeds from the above procedures will be evenly distributed over the other 29 currencies in order to
maintain the total value of the asset backing portfolio, meaning that 1/29th of these proceeds will be used to buy
each of the other 29 currencies.
None of the above two corrections will be done during the last seven days before the bi-monthly rebalancing
date.
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Appendix E
Appendix E. Profit Share prognosis
The following prognosis reflects our expectation of the near-term performance of the company. Triaconta strives
to be prudent in their forecasts.
The amount of profit the automatic trading software can generate is depended on the following things:

1. The daily volume of CombiCoin on the various exchanges
2. The daily volume the automatic trading software will do
3. Total amount of CombiCoin in circulation
The daily volume of CombiCoin on the various exchanges
From January 1, 2017, until July 29, 2017, the average volume of the top 30 cryptocurrencies traded per 24h is
3% of its total supply, meaning about 90% of the total supply of a given currency is traded in one month. The
expectancies are that this will be no different for CombiCoin. This means that Triaconta expects that 90% of the
total supply of CombiCoin will be traded on a monthly basis.
The daily volume the automatic trading software can do
Expectancies are that the software will be able to do between 20% to 50% of the available CombiCoin trades on
the various exchanges.
Total amount of CombiCoin in circulation
The initial circulation of CombiCoin will be determined by the amount raised during this ICO. The more
CombiCoins in circulation the more trade there will be on the various exchanges and therefore more possibilities
for the automatic trading software to either buy or sell CombiCoins.
The Profit share prognosis is based on the following expectations:

•
•
•
•

90% of CombiCoin is traded monthly
In the worst case scenario the software is able to conduct 20% of all CombiCoin transactions
In the best case scenario the software is able to conduct 50% of all CombiCoin transactions
5% margin per trade

Fifty percent of all profit generated by the automatic trading software will be distributed amongst all TRIA token
holders in aggregate. The following monthly and yearly profit share prognosis is based on the company revenue
prognosis.
Worst

Best

Profit share per month

$0.05

$0.11

Profit share per year

$0.54

$1.35

The monthly profit will keep on growing continuously, either by issuance of new CombiCoins or the issuance of a
new kind of CombiCoin by Triaconta that will also be managed by the automatic trading software. TRIA tokens
will only be issued once; the monthly profit share will grow together with the monthly generated profit.
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Appendix F
Appendix F. Profit share mechanics
Every last Friday of the month between 12:00 and 15:00 CET a list with current owners of all distributed TRIA
token will be created. This list contains the following:

•
•

Wallet number
Amount of TRIA tokens owned by wallet

The week after the last Friday of the month, the profit share, being 50% of the profit made by Triaconta, will be
distributed among these wallets. This will be done according to this procedure:
The profit share will be divided by the total supply of TRIA tokens, which will be a fixed number after the ICO
ends. This determines the amount of payment per TRIA token. The generated list with TRIA token holders will be
used to determine the amount that needs to be send to that wallet. This is calculated by the following formula:
Amount of payment per TRIA token * amount of TRIA tokens owned by wallet = amount of total payment to be
paid to that specific wallet.
The profit share will be distributed in ETH, the gas price to transfer the ETH will be deducted from the payment.
We strive to use as low as possible a gas price to maximize the ETH a TRIA token holder receives.
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